IL GIAPPONESE PER BAMBINI VOL1
SCRIVO I MIEI PRIMI CARATTERI
GIAPPONESI
Yeah, reviewing a ebook IL GIAPPONESE PER BAMBINI VOL1 SCRIVO I MIEI PRIMI
CARATTERI GIAPPONESI could amass your close associates listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, finishing does not recommend that you have
fabulous points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as covenant even more than extra will provide each success.
bordering to, the message as competently as insight of this IL GIAPPONESE PER BAMBINI VOL1
SCRIVO I MIEI PRIMI CARATTERI GIAPPONESI can be taken as with ease as picked to act.

Catalogo dei libri italiani in commercio 1970
Mezzo secolo di vita editoriale - Libreria

antiquaria Hoepli 1922
Captain Britain - Alan Moore 2010-04-01
Captain Britain returns to fight alongside the
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Black Knight and Merlyn to save the fabled
Camelot and Otherworld from the hideous
hordes of Necromon! Plus, Captain Britain is
reborn, as the acclaimed Alan Moore and Alan
Davis begin their momentous run and Britain's
hero faces the terrifying Fury! Collects Hulk
Comic Weekly #42-55, 56-63, Marvel Super
Heroes #387-388, Daredevils #1-11 and The
Mighty World of Marvel #7-13.
Sophie's World - Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20
One day Sophie comes home from school to find
two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and
"Where does the world come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence
course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus
begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is
not only a mystery, but also a complete and
entertaining history of philosophy.
Dawn to the West - Donald Keene 1999
Donald Keene's definitive history of modern
Japanese literature is an achievement beyond
the range and scope of any other western writer.

Brigada - Enrique Fernandez 2017-01-10
BRIGADA tells the story of Ivro, Dwarven
Captain of a legendary brigade of cold-hearted,
cut-throat Dwarven convicts who answer only to
him. On the eve of a great battle, Ivro and his
brigade are overtaken by the mist, which
separates them into small groups, and throws
them all into different, strange and alien lands.
Now, Ivro and the remaining members of his
brigade must wage a new and different war, for
their own survival. But where did this mist come
from, and what terrible secret lies at its heart?
Will Ivro be able to reunite his brigade and lead
them to safety while this strange land grows
ever stranger...
Catalogo delle edizioni Hoepli, 1872-1922 Hoepli (Firm : Milan, Italy) 1922
Barefoot Gen - Keiji Nakazawa 2016-10-15
Beautiful new hardcover edition of Barefoot
Gen.Volume Four! Striking new design with
special sturdy binding for institutional
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use.August 6, 2015 marked the 70th anniversary
of the dropping of the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima. Today, the danger posed by nuclear
weapons is as great as ever, yet few people
survive who witnessed their horror. To mark the
event, and honor Keiji Nakazawa's incredible
work, Last Gasp created a special set of Barefoot
Gen, volumes 1-4 for institutional use.
Nakazawa's manga illustrates the true impact of
nuclear weapons when used against a civilian
population. It is vital reading for people of all
ages, and especially for today's youth. By
keeping this tragedy in our collective
consciousness, we can strive to never repeat it
and guide humanity towards a course of
peace.Barefoot Gen Volume Four --"Out of the
Ashes" --resumes nine days after the bomb, as
Gen and his mother continue to struggle for
food, shelter and water amid chaos and vast
human suffering. Though confronted with the
most despicable aspects of humankind, Gen acts
with love and compassion.

Timothy Top Vol. 1 - Gud 2018-10
Timothy Top is a grade school kid going through
a hardtime. His parents are constantly
quarreling, and he's feeling like an
outsideramong his classmates. His fascination
with nature and superheroes makes for
anunusual combination that few of his peers can
relate to. But when a crookedbusinessman
moves into the neighborhood with plans to
"reinvent the localpark" into a concrete
monstrosity devoid of nature and life, Timothy
setsout on a mission to save a famous tree from
the bulldozers. Being just a kid, hedoesn't know
how he'll be able to go about this, until one night
he discoversthat he's been given the power of a
magical green thumb that can heal and
growplant life! He's a superhero! But will he be
able to use this power to save thepark or the
relationship between his parents? Asimple tale
but with many layers, this first volume supports
respect for theenvironment, as well as dealing
with bullies, quarreling parents, and
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schoolexpectations. Future volumes tiptoe into
other topics such as discrimination,forgiveness,
and commitment.
Giornale della libreria - 1977
Japanese Stories for Language Learners - Anne
McNulty 2018-11-20
A great story can lead a reader on a journey of
discovery--especially if it's presented in two
languages! Beautifully illustrated in a traditional
style, Japanese Stories for Language Learners
offers five compelling stories with English and
Japanese language versions appearing on facing
pages. Taking learners on an exciting cultural
and linguistic journey, each story is followed by
detailed translator's notes, Japanese vocabulary
lists, and grammar points along with a set of
discussion questions and exercises. The first two
stories are very famous traditional Japanese
folktales: Urashima Taro (Tale of a Fisherman)
and Yuki Onna (The Snow Woman). These are
followed by three short stories by notable 20th

century authors: Kumo no Ito (The Spider's
Thread) by Akutagawa Ryunosuke (1892-1927)
Oborekaketa Kyodai (The Siblings Who Almost
Drowned) by Arishima Takeo (1878-1923)
Serohiki no Goshu (Gauche the Cellist) by
Miyazawa Kenji (1896-1933) Reading these
stories in the original Japanese script--and
hearing native-speakers read them aloud in the
accompanying free audio recording--helps
students at every level deepen their
comprehension of the beauty and subtlety of the
Japanese language. Learn Japanese the fun way-through the country's rich literary history.
InvestiGators - John Patrick Green 2020-02-25
John Patrick Green's goofy graphic novel series
follows the super spy alligator duo the
InvestiGators as they travel through the sewers
and fight the forces of evil. MANGO and BRASH
are the INVESTIGATORS: sewer-loving agents of
S.U.I.T.* and scourge of supervillains
everywhere! With their Very Exciting Spy
Technology and their tried-and-true, toilet-based
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travel techniques, the InvestiGators are
undercover and on the case! And on their first
mission together, they have not one but two
mysteries to solve! Can Mango and Brash
uncover the clues, crack their cases, and corral
the crooks—or will the criminals wriggle out of
their grasp? *Special Undercover Investigation
Teams
The Lost Path - Amélie Fléchais 2018-04-10
If you’ve got the taste for adventure, come join
this treasure hunt! Three young boys set off
from Camp Happiness, map in hand, determined
to be the first to find the treasure before anyone
else. But the shortcut they take leads to
something far more spectacular and sinister! All
manner of magical beasties live in these woods,
and the kids find themselves caught between
warring Forest Spirits. Will the three boys find
their way out of trouble? Get your map and
ready, set, go! Amélie Fléchais’s incredible
artwork combines the best of French illustration
with manga influences. A spooky new fairytale,

for fans of Over the Garden Wall.
Early Years Wipe-Clean: Big Letters - Jessica
Greenwell 2020-05-04
This book is perfect for children who are starting
to learn how to write capital letters. The letters
are grouped by shape which helps children
remember where to start each one, and the
images are linked to each letter sound to
reinforce the link between handwriting and
phonics. The wipe-clean pages allow children to
practise again and again. Illustrations: Full
colour throughout
Dragon Ball Culture Volume 1 - Derek Padula
2021-11-24
Scopri la cultura di Dragon Ball e apprendi gli
antichi segreti dietro al capolavoro di Akira
Toriyama. “Una lettura essenziale per i fan di
Dragon Ball.” - Geekdom 101, YouTuber a tema
Dragon Ball “Dragon Ball Culture è una lettura
obbligata. Va oltre l’interessante, è ispiratrice.” DragonBallInsider.com “Questa serie di libri è
una bibbia per ogni vero fan di Dragon Ball.” Downloaded from
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Recensione di un lettore *** Vedere Dragon Ball
con occhi nuovi. Questo libro è la tua guida
culturale a Dragon Ball, la serie anime e manga
più conosciuta al mondo. In sviluppo da oltre 12
anni, Dragon Ball Culture è un’analisi in 7
volumi della tua serie preferita. Andrai
all’avventura insieme a Son Goku, dal Capitolo 1
al 194 dell’originale Dragon Ball, mentre
esploreremo ogni singola pagina, vignetta e
frase per svelarne il simbolismo nascosto e il
significato più profondo. Nel Volume 1 entrerai
nella mente di Toriyama e scoprirai le origini di
Dragon Ball. Come ha fatto Toriyama ad avere la
sua grande occasione e a diventare un autore di
manga? Perché realizza Dragon Ball? Da dove
deriva la cultura di Dragon Ball, e perché ha così
successo? Durante il cammino verrai informato,
intrattenuto e ispirato. Scoprirai di più sulla tua
serie preferita e su te stesso. Attraversa ora
insieme a me il portale per la Dragon Ball
Culture. *** “Dragon Ball Culture è una
FANTASTICA risorsa. Garantisco che imparerai

un sacco. Non solo avrai risposta alle tue
domande più profonde su Dragon Ball, ma anche
a quelle che non avresti mai pensato di
chiedere!” - MistareFusion, YouTuber a tema
Dragon Ball “I brillanti libri Dragon Ball Culture
di Derek Padula sono ben studiati e scritti in un
modo allo stesso tempo formale e accessibile,
forniscono approfondimenti sulla cultura, i temi
e la storia che hanno influenzato la trama e il
mondo di Dragon Ball. I libri di Padula sono
eccellenti per ogni fan di Dragon Ball che cerca
di indagare più a fondo sull’essenza del
franchise, e li consiglio caldamente.” - AllComic.com “Ci sono così tante informazioni sulla
vita privata di Toriyama che non conoscevo
(davvero, migliaia di cose) che potrei fare video
su video per parlarne.” - Yuluga Reyens,
YouTuber spagnolo a tema Dragon Ball ***
Genere: Saggistica e critica letteraria.
Tematiche: Akira Toriyama; Dragon Ball; Il
Viaggio in Occidente; cultura cinese; cultura
giapponese; cultura occidentale; lingua cinese;
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lingua giapponese; manga; anime; fumetti;
fandom; storia; filosofia; spiritualità; religione;
leggende; racconti folkloristici; cinema; film di
kung fu; Bruce Lee; il Re Scimmia; Jackie Chan,
Kazuhiko Torishima; seconda guerra mondiale;
buddhismo, daoismo, shinto. Immagini: Non
presenti. **** Attenzione: questo ebook è
un’edizione in accesso anticipato. I capitoli in
totale sono 6. Ogni volta che ne verrà pubblicato
uno nuovo (al ritmo di circa uno al mese), il
prezzo aumenterà di 0.20 $. Acquistando ora
l’ebook al prezzo corrente, riceverai i restanti
capitoli come aggiornamenti gratuiti. Prima lo
acquisti, più soldi risparmi. Una volta che
l’ebook sarà completato, verranno pubblicate le
versioni in brossura e in copertina rigida.
Abitare - 2007
Japanese Language Composition Notebook Tuttle Publishing 2020-08-25
This beautiful notebook makes studying a
pleasure! Each double page spread has squared

paper on the right-hand side for practicing
formation of the Japanese characters, and lined
paper on the left-hand side for note-taking. A
ten-page reference section at the back of the
notebook gives hiragana and katakana charts, a
list of the 100 most common kanji; key
vocabulary, and basic grammar tips. Contents:
Pages 1-118 Alternate Pages of lined and
squared paper for note-taking and handwriting
practice Pages 119-120 Hiragana alphabet
charts Pages 121-122 Katakana alphabet charts
Page 123 100 most common kanji Pages 124-125
Key vocabulary lists Pages 126-128 Basic
grammar tips
Kanji From Zero! 1 - George Trombley
2016-11-24
Kanji From Zero! isn't just another kanji
reference book, instead, it's designed to give
genuine insight into kanji, the associated
Japanese culture, and related Japanese words
that other books often ignore.
日本語基本文法辞典 - Makino, Seiichi 1989
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Grammatical terms - Characteristics of Japanese
grammar - Basic conjugations - Verbs Connection forms of important expressions Numerals and counters - Compound words.
L'Italia che scrive - 1925
Primos - Al Madrigal 2022-07-26
Centuries ago, two Mayan brothers constructed
a spacecraft that sent them hurtling into outer
space. Returned to Earth, only to find their
culture and civilization destroyed, one of the
brothers vows revenge and seeks to decimate
the planet with intergalactic technology
gathered on his travels. To prevent this, his
sibling creates a contingency plan that activates
the world’s protectors – descendants of their
own Pacal family. Now, the fate of the planet lies
in the hands of three cousins scattered
throughout Central and North America who have
never even met.
Atlas and Axis - Pau 2018-06
Atlas and Axis follows the exploits of the two

titular canine adventurers. When they return
home to find that their village has been
destroyed by Viking raiders, Atlas and Axis set
off in search of the Viking homeland and their
missing friends. A perilous journey across land
and sea ensues as the two dogs valiantly battle
elements and enemies in the name of love and
friendship.
Conversazioni della domenica giornale d'amene
letture, letterario-artistico illustrato - 1889
Catalogo dei libri in commercio - 2003
Dragon Ball Full Color Saiyan Arc, Vol. 1 Akira Toriyama 2014-02-04
Son Goku is the greatest hero on Earth. Five
years after defeating the demon king Piccolo,
he’s grown up and has a family. But what is the
real reason for Goku’s incredible strength? A
visitor from outer space arrives bearing terrible
news—Goku is an alien, and the visitor, Raditz,
is Goku’s brother! When Raditz turns out to be a
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ruthless killer, Goku must fight his incredibly
strong brother to save his family and the entire
human race. A surprising alliance may be
Earth’s last hope: Goku will team up with his old
enemy Piccolo to save the world! -- VIZ Media
English Fluency For Advanced English
Speaker: How To Unlock The Full Potential
To Speak English Fluently - Whitney Nelson
2020-02-08
The Secret to Speak Fluent English This book is
specially written for advanced students of the
English language who wishes to improve his/her
English fluency to the next level but seems to
have hit a plateau. Regardless of what actions
are taken, progression is slow or limited. Here is
a checklist to see if this guide is for you. You Are
an Advanced English Speaker If.. ✔ You can
understand 70% of an English speaking movie. ✔
You can answer simple questions in a
conversation, but you have a hard time elaborate
your points when trying to explain in more
details. ✔ You can have a short conversation, but

you stutter sometimes when you speak. ✔ You
can write better than you speak. ✔ You stutter
when you try to speak fast. ✔ You can speak
quite well, but you have a strong accent. If one
of those sounds familiar to you, perhaps you
have found the right book. This book is essential
for you to break through and not only improving
your spoken skills but developing them so well
that you can speak like a native English speaker.
Armed with the proven tips, tricks, and
techniques in this book, you’ll discover that
you’ll be soaring to an entirely new and exciting
level of learning within days. On top of that,
these guidelines can be used nearly effortlessly.
Proven Technique That Works You’ll discover
what “shadowing” is and how it can painlessly
take you to a supreme status in your studies.
You’ll also learn about a related method of
learning to pronounce English fearlessly. It’s
called the “scriptorium method.” Once you try it
you’ll realize why so many people praise its
effectiveness. English is not an easy language to
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learn. But if you are using proper methods to
learn and speak, you’ll find that your next level
of learning is just a click away. Learn and adopt
these techniques, tips, and many more secrets
revealed in this book, and your English fluency
will be on a whole different level in 60 days !
Remember: Practice doesn't make perfect.
Perfect practice makes perfect. Download Now
and Start Speaking Fluent English!
Tanegashima - The Arrival of Europe in Japan Olof G. Lidin 2003-12-16
The year 1543 marked the beginning of a new
global consciousness in Japan with the arrival of
shipwrecked Portuguese merchants on
Tanegashima Island in southern Japan. Other
Portuguese soon followed and Japan became
aware of a world beyond India. After the
merchants came the first missionary Francis
Xavier in 1549, beginning the Christian century
in Japan. This is not a new story, but it is the
first time that Japanese, Portuguese and other
European accounts have been brought together

and presented in English. Their arrival was
recorded by the Japanese in Tanegashima kafu,
the Teppoki and the Kunitomo teppoki, here
translated and presented together with
European reports. Includes maps, and
Portuguese and Japanese illustrations.
Water Memory - Mathieu Reynes 2017-08-29
"A new life begins for Marion when her mother
inherits an old family house and decides to make
it their new home. With its own private beach
and a view of the sea, the house has all the
makings of a happy new life. But when Marion
discovers strange rock carvings nearby, and
learns that a sinister-looking lighthouse
watchman may be part of a local legend come to
life, it becomes clear that things are not as
idyllic as they seemed."--Amazon.com.
The Dragon and the Dazzle - Marco Pellitteri
2010
Marco Pellitteri examines the growing influence
of Japanese pop culture in European contexts in
this comprehensive study of manga, anime, and
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video games. Looking at the period from 1975 to
today, Pellitteri discusses Super Mario,
Pokémon, kawaii, Sonic, robots and cyborgs,
Astro Boy, and Gundam, among other examples
of these popular forms. Pellitteri divides this
period into two eras ("the dragon" and "the
dazzle") to better understand this cultural
phenomenon and means by which it achieved
worldwide distribution.
The Art of Sushi - Franckie Alarcon 2021-12-14
Fly to Japan and come discover all there is to
know about sushi. After revealing the secrets of
chocolate to us, Franckie Alarcon offers a
gourmet panorama of this exceptional dish that
has conquered the planet! But do you really
know sushi? The author traveled to Japan to
meet all the players involved in the making of
this true work of culinary art. From the
traditional starred chef to the young cook who is
shaking up the rules, including all the artisans
and producers involved, this book covers the
most emblematic of Japanese products from A to

Z. A fascinating journey of discovery that, along
the way, tells a lot about Japan itself. You'll
never believe the precision and detailed
obsession with quality ingredients involved.
L'Italia che scrive rassegna per coloro che
leggono - 1926
Il Giapponese (Book only) - Catherine Garnier
2019
Niveau : (A1-A2) Débutant & Faux-débutant >
(B2) Intermédiaire. Méthode d'apprentissage de
japonais pour Italiens Voici une nouvelle édition
de ce classique de la collection Sans Peine.
Permettant un véritable démarrage de
l'apprentissage du japonais, la méthode Assimil
a fait ses preuves même pour cette langue
réputée difficile. Au fil des 98 leçons, vous allez
acquérir petit á petit les bases de la langue
parlée et les "clés" de son écriture. Le but á
atteindre est la maitrise de 900 idéogrammes
qui permet de tenir une conversation de la vie de
tous les jours.
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Ascendance of a Bookworm: Part 3 Volume 5 Miya Kazuki 2021-05-06
Rozemyne now only needs the ruelle fruit she
failed to gather last year. With it, she and
Ferdinand can brew a potent potion known as a
jureve, the power of which will finally make her
a normal, healthy girl! Well, probably... Her joy
leads to a flurry of activity as she pours her all
into advancing the paper-making industry and
gathering more support, all so that she can
create a world with more books for her to read.
As the High Bishop, she eventually has to travel
through the Central District for the Harvest
Festival, and in the midst of all this, she even
gets her first little sister. But as everyone
prepares for winter, the political struggle
between nobles intensifies. Their plots sow
discord within the temple, and what happens
next will change Rozemyne’s future forever...
Shocking developments abound in this climactic
conclusion to Part 3! This volume ends with a
series of short stories leading into Part 4,

alongside the now familiar four-panel manga
drawn by You Shiina!
Japanese Short Stories for Beginners - Lingo
Mastery 2020-08-07
Do you know what the hardest thing for a
Japanese learner is? Finding PROPER reading
material that they can handle...which is precisely
the reason we've written this book! You may
have found the best teacher in town or the most
incredible learning app around, but if you don't
put all of that knowledge to practice, you'll soon
forget everything you've obtained. This is why
being engaged with interesting reading material
can be so essential for somebody wishing to
learn a new language. Therefore, in this book we
have compiled 20 easy-to-read, compelling and
fun stories that will allow you to expand your
vocabulary and give you the tools to improve
your grasp of the wonderful Japanese language.
How Japanese Short Stories for Beginners
works: - Each chapter possesses a funny,
interesting and/or thought-provoking story
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based on real-life situations, allowing you to
learn a bit more about the Japanese culture. Having trouble understanding Japanese
characters? No problem - we provide you with
the English translation below each paragraph,
allowing you to fully grasp what you're reading! The summaries follow a synopsis in Japanese
and in English of what you just read, both to
review the lesson and for you to see if you
understood what the tale was about. Use them if
you're having trouble. - At the end of those
summaries, you will be provided with a list of the
most relevant vocabulary from that chapter, as
well as slang and sayings that you may not have
understood at first glance! Do not get lost trying
to understand or pronounce it all, either, as all
of the vocabulary words are Romanized for your
ease of learning! - Finally, you'll be provided
with a set of tricky questions in Japanese,
allowing you the chance to prove that you
learned something in the story. Whether it's true
or false, or if you're doing the single answer

questions, don't worry if you don't know the
answer to any - we will provide them
immediately after, but no cheating! We want you
to feel comfortable while learning Japanese;
after all, no language should be a barrier for you
to travel around the world and expand your
social circles! So look no further! Pick up your
copy of Japanese Short Stories for Beginners and
level up your Japanese language skills right now!
Modern Japan - Elise K. Tipton 2002
Ranging from the Tokugwa period to the present
day, this text provides a concise and fascinating
introduction to the social, cultural and political
history of modern Japan. Tipton covers political
and economic developments and shows how they
relate to social themes and developments. Her
survey covers traditional political history as well
as areas growing in interest: gender issues,
labor conditions and ethnic minorities.
Oliver Twist, Vol. 1 (of 3) - Charles Dickens
2016-10-20
Oliver Twist, by Charles Dickens, a great fiction
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book of 19th century, here is the beginning;
AMONG other public buildings in a certain town
which for many reasons it will be prudent to
refrain from mentioning, and to which I will
assign no fictitious name, it boasts of one which
is common to most towns, great or small, to wit,
a workhouse; and in this workhouse was born,
on a day and date which I need not take upon
myself to repeat, inasmuch as it can be of no
possible consequence to the reader, in this stage
of the business at all events, the item of
mortality whose name is prefixed to the head of
this chapter. For a long time after he was
ushered into this world of sorrow and trouble, by
the parish surgeon, it remained a matter of
considerable doubt whether the child would
survive to bear any name at all; in which case it
is somewhat more than probable that these
memoirs would never have appeared, or, if they
had, being comprised within a couple of pages,
that they would have possessed the inestimable
merit of being the most concise and faithful

specimen of biography extant in the literature of
any age or country
Parliamo Italiano! - Suzanne Branciforte
2001-11-12
The Second Edition of Parliamo italiano! instills
five core language skills by pairing cultural
themes with essential grammar points. Students
use culture—the geography, traditions, and
history of Italy—to understand and master the
language. The 60-minute Parliamo italiano!
video features stunning, on-location footage of
various cities and regions throughout Italy
according to a story line corresponding to each
unit's theme and geographic focus.
Graphicus Piemonte grafico - 1941
In the Sea There are Crocodiles - Fabio Geda
2011-08-09
When ten-year-old Enaiatollah Akbari’s small
village in Afghanistan falls prey to Taliban rule
in early 2000, his mother shepherds the boy
across the border into Pakistan but has to leave
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him there all alone to fend for himself. Thus
begins Enaiat’s remarkable and often punishing
five-year ordeal, which takes him through Iran,
Turkey, and Greece before he seeks political
asylum in Italy at the age of fifteen. Along the
way, Enaiat endures the crippling physical and
emotional agony of dangerous border crossings,
trekking across bitterly cold mountain pathways
for days on end or being stuffed into the false
bottom of a truck. But not everyone is as
resourceful, resilient, or lucky as Enaiat, and
there are many heart-wrenching casualties along
the way. Based on Enaiat’s close collaboration
with Italian novelist Fabio Geda and expertly
rendered in English by an award- winning
translator, this novel reconstructs the young
boy’s memories, perfectly preserving the
childlike perspective and rhythms of an intimate
oral history. Told with humor and humanity, In

the Sea There Are Crocodiles brilliantly captures
Enaiat’s moving and engaging voice and lends
urgency to an epic story of hope and survival.
My First Japanese Notebook - Aki Kaku
2017-05-20
My First Japanese Notebook (vertical writing) is
not just a notebook, it's also a useful instrument
to use while learning to write Japanese
characters (kanji and kana). It contains: (1) an
introduction, which explains the right use of
genkouyoushi (also called genkooyooshi), the
special sheets Japanese use to write
compositions and literary works. (2) 3 sections
(around 30 sheets per section) of genkouyoushi;
each section has a different squares' size and a
different columns' length. These differences
where designed to help students writing
Japanese characters with right proportions and
to allow them to get acquainted with vertical
writing.
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